Three DNA polymerases (Pol , Pol  and Pol  are responsible for eukaryotic genome 22 duplication. When DNA replication stress is encountered, DNA synthesis stalls until the stress is 23 ameliorated. However, it is not known whether there is a difference in the association of each 24 polymerase with active and stalled replication forks. Here, we show that each DNA polymerase 25 has distinct patterns of association with active and stalled replication forks. Pol α is enriched at 26 extending Okazaki fragments of active and stalled forks. In contrast, although Pol δ contacts the 27 nascent lagging strands of active and stalled forks, it binds to only the matured (and not 28 elongating) Okazaki fragments of stalled forks. Pol ɛ has a greater contact with the nascent 29 ssDNA of leading strand on active forks compared with stalled forks. We propose that the 30 configuration of DNA polymerases at stalled forks facilitate resumption of DNA synthesis after 31 stress removal. 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 leading strands and Okazaki fragment synthesis. Pol ɛ and Pol δ extend Pol 's products. In 63
Introduction 41
During eukaryotic genome duplication, replication stress is known to cause DNA synthesis to 42 stall until the stress is alleviated. Replication stress includes lesions induced by endogenous and DNA replication forks consist of leading and lagging strand DNA synthesis, and strand-specific 146 information helps elucidate how a protein interacts with forks.
148
We previously reported development of the enrichment and sequencing 149 protein−associated nascent DNA (eSPAN) method, which detects the association of a replication 150 protein with nascent leading/lagging strand DNA (Fig.1B, right panel) (12) . However, this 151 method loses the information on how a protein interacts with ssDNA, which is prevalent at DNA 152 replication forks. We also generated ChIP-ssSeq datasets during the process of obtaining eSPAN 153 datasets. Briefly, protein ChIP DNA was denatured and ligated to the 3′ end of an adaptor (oligo) 154 (Illumina) with an ssDNA ligase; ssDNA was then converted into dsDNA and ligated to a 155 second adaptor (17, 22) . The sequence reads were mapped to the Watson and Crick strands of the 156 yeast genome (Fig. 1B) . Since DNAs for a protein ChIP-ssSeq likely contain both template and 157 nascent DNA (Fig.1B, left panel) , ChIP-ssSeq will allow us to deduce how a DNA replication 158 protein associates with single-stranded template DNA. As discussed and shown below, the ChIP-159 ssSeq and the eSPAN are two complementary methods, with each revealing unique information 160 on the association of a protein at DNA replication forks. 161 162 RPA ChIP-ssSeq shows that RPA is enriched at the lagging strand template 163 We first analyzed Rfa1 ChIP-ssSeq datasets to gain insight into how RPA associates with DNA 164 replication forks. Briefly, yeast cells were arrested at G1 and then released into early S phase in 165 the presence of HU for 45 minutes. Rfa1 (the large subunit of the RPA complex) ChIP was 166 performed with G1 cells and early S-phase cells. Rfa1 was barely detectable at the replication 167 origin (ARS607) or at a distal site (ARS607+8 kb, unreplicated region) at G1 (Supplemental Fig. 168 1A and 1B). In contrast, Rfa1 was enriched 10-fold at ARS607 compared with the distal site 169 (ARS607+8 kb) in the presence of HU (Supplemental Fig. 1B) , indicating that RPA is recruited 170 to DNA replication forks during S phase. Under these conditions, replication checkpoint kinase 171 Rad53 is activated as shown by Western blot analysis of Rad53 (Supplemental Fig. 1C ). In 172 addition, the fact that late origins were not fired under these conditions also reflects the 173 activation of Rad53 checkpoint kinase. Rfa1 ChIP-ssSeq peaks at ARS510 and ARS511 were 174 asymmetric surrounding each origin ( Fig. 2A) , consistent with RPA binding to ssDNA and not to 175 dsDNA. We note that a previous study shows that RPA binds asymmetrically to resected ssDNA 176 in a double-strand break site (23).
178
To analyze Rfa1 ChIP-ssSeq results quantitatively at a genome-wide scale, we first 179 calculated the average bias pattern, which is the average log 2 ratio of sequencing reads of Watson 180 strand over Crick strand using 200-bp sliding window surrounding 134 early replication origins.
181
The average bias pattern of Rfa1 ChIP-ssSeq peaks indicated that on the right side of origin,
182
RPA bound more to the Watson strand, whereas on the left side of origin, it bound more to the 183 Crick strand (Fig. 2B ). We categorized this finding as a positive (+) bias pattern to differentiate it 184 from the leading-strand bias pattern revealed by the eSPAN method, which detects the 185 association of a protein with newly synthesized DNA (12). As controls, the Rfa1 ChIP-ssSeq 186 using G1 cells did not show any bias ( Fig. 2B ), suggesting that bias seen in early S phase reflects 187 how RPA associates with DNA replication forks in the presence of HU. We also analyzed the 188 bias pattern of Rfa1 ChIP-ssSeq peaks at each of the 134 individual replication origins ( Fig. 2C ).
189
Rfa1 ChIP-ssSeq peaks showed (+) bias for most origins (n=89 [66%]), whereas the Rfa1 ChIP-190 ssSeq using G1 phase cells showed no bias for the majority of origins (n=119 [89%]). These 191 results support the idea that RPA binds ssDNA of DNA replication forks stalled by HU. 192 193 While RPA is known to bind single-stranded template DNA, it may also contact nascent 194 DNA at replication forks indirectly through protein-protein interactions. Indeed, RPA eSPAN 195 reveals that RPA bind more to nascent lagging strands (12). Rfa1 ChIP-DNA contains the 196 template strand and the nascent strand DNA. Two potential mechanisms account for the (+) bias 197 pattern of Rfa1 ChIP-ssSeq peaks. First, (+) bias may indicate that more RPA binds to the 198 lagging strand template than to the corresponding leading strand template ( Fig. 2D) . Second, 199 RPA may bind more nascent leading strands than the corresponding nascent lagging strands.
200
However, the later explanation contradicts the RPA eSPAN results outlined above (12) ( Fig 2D) .
201
Based on our Rfa1 ChIP-ssSeq and Rfa1 eSPAN results, we suggest that more RPA binds 202 lagging strand template than leading strand template of HU-stalled forks (Fig. 2D ). The above 203 RPA ChIP experiment is under HU condition. We also performed the RPA ChIP-ssSeq under 204 normal condition. The results showed the same (+) bias pattern (Supplemental Fig. 1D -E), 205 suggesting that more RPA are enriched at lagging strand template compared to leading strand 206 template at both active and HU stalled forks. This explanation is consistent with the proposed 207 model of RPA preferentially binding the lagging template strand to protect gaps between 208 Okazaki fragments (24). To our knowledge, the result is the first experimental demonstration that 209 more RPA binds lagging strand template than leading strand template. In addition to DNA 210 replication, RPA is also involved in DNA repair process and activation of DNA replication 211 checkpoint (25, 26) . 212 213 PCNA ChIP-ssSeq shows no strand bias at replication forks 214 We analyzed PCNA ChIP-ssSeq datasets obtained from cells cultured with or without HU. No contact with another lagging template strand of HU-stalled forks. Indeed, it has been shown that 230 MCM protein complex interacts with both Pol, which is enriched at leading strand, and Pol, 231 which is enriched at lagging strands (28) (29) (30) (31) . For the rest of our studies, we focused on analysis 232 on how three DNA polymerases associate with active and HU-stalled replication forks. Fig. 4A-B ). Like Pol , Pol ChIP-ssSeq showed that Pol ε did not show significant bias at HU-stalled replication forks from 291 early replication origins ( Fig. 5A-C) , indicating that Pol  is cross-linked to dsDNA, including 292 the template strand and nascent leading strand of HU-stalled replication forks. Remarkably, Pol ε 293 ChIP-ssSeq showed (+) bias at actively replicating forks at all time points considered (72, 84, 294 and 96 minutes after release from G1) (Fig. 5B ). The bias pattern was detected at the majority of 295 individual origins ( Fig. 5C ), suggesting that the Pol ε-DNA interaction at active forks differs 296 from that at stalled forks.
298
The above Pol ε ChIP-ssSeq analysis of HU-stalled and active replication forks were 299 obtained from independent experiments and Pol ε ChIP-ssSeq bias is small. Therefore, we 300 performed additional experiments to confirm that different association patterns of Pol  with 301 DNA changes in stalled vs active forks. Briefly, yeast cells were arrested in G1 with  factor and 302 then released into HU-containing medium for 45 minutes. A fraction of cells were collected for 303 Pol ε ChIP-ssSeq, and the remaining cells were released into fresh medium without HU. Samples 304 were used to perform Pol ε ChIP-ssSeq at 3 time points after release from HU (20, 30, and 40 305 minutes) ( Fig. 5D ). Analysis of Pol  ChIP-ssSeq datasets showed no bias pattern for peaks 306 obtained using cells treated with HU, whereas peaks from cells after HU removal showed (+) 307 bias ( Fig 5E-G) . We noticed that Pol ChIP-ssSeq at HU conditions shown in Fig. 5B and 5F 308 appears to show opposite trend. This is likely due to the fact that Pol ChIP-ssSeq peaks at most 309 origins showed indeterminable bias (no bias) and variations at a small number of origins 310 contributes to the apparent changes in the insignificant bias pattern (compare Fig. 5C and Fig.   311 5G). Nonetheless, we observed very consistent results of Pol ChIP-ssSeq at active forks from 312 each of the 3 time points of two independent experiments , supporting the idea that the 313 association of Pol  with DNA is altered when active forks become stall by HU treatment.
314
Once again, two potential models explain the (+) bias pattern of Pol  ChIP-ssSeq peaks 315 (Fig. 5H ). Based on Pol eSPAN results (12) (Fig. 5B ), Pol binds preferentially to leading 316 strand. Therefore, it is possible that in addition to contact with leading strand DNA, Pol ɛ may 317 also directly contact the lagging strand template during normal replication. This mechanism is 318 unlikely because it is hard to put the Cdc45-MCM-GINS complex, which is known to associate 319 with Pol  on the leading strand (29), in front of Pol . Second, Pol ɛ may not contact the leading 320 strand template tightly, binding only to nascent DNA on the leading strand of active forks (Fig.   321 5H). We suggest that this mode of interaction with leading nascent DNA facilitates its ability to 322 proofread or repair mis-incorporated nucleotides by using its 3′-to-5′ exonuclease activity (34).
323
At stalled fork, Pol  may backtrack and associate with dsDNA including both template and 324 nascent strands (Fig. 5I) . The library preparation of traditional ChIP-Seq includes steps for dsDNA repair and dsDNA 341 ligation. During the sample preparation process, protein-bound ssDNA and strand-specific 342 information is lost (Fig. 1A) . Generally, this loss is not an issue because most proteins bind 343 dsDNA. However, during DNA replication, dsDNA is transiently unwound into ssDNA.
344
Therefore, determining whether a DNA replication protein binds to ssDNA will help elucidate its indicating that more RPA are present at lagging strand template than leading strand template, 354 consistent with replication models of RPA in DNA replication.
356
We reported previously the development of the eSPAN method, which detects how a 357 protein associates with newly synthesized DNA at DNA replication forks (12). Using this 358 method, we detect the association of different DNA replication proteins with nascent leading or 359 lagging strand of DNA replication forks. For instance, we observed that Pol and Pol are 360 enriched at nascent leading and lagging strand, respectively, consistent with their division of 361 labor during DNA synthesis. Interestingly, we also show that RPA is enriched at lagging strand 362 using eSPAN. This result appears to contradict the idea that RPA binds and stabilizes single-363 stranded template DNA. Using ChIP-ssSeq, we show that RPA is enriched at lagging strand 364 template compared to leading strand template. One explanation for the apparent discrepancy for 365 RPA ChIP-ssSeq and eSPAN results is that RPA binds preferentially to lagging strand template, 366 but contacts nascent DNA indirectly, likely through other proteins. In this way, RPA eSPAN 367 peaks show lagging strand bias. Similarly, the PCNA eSPAN results show that PCNA is 368 enriched at nascent lagging strand DNA of active forks and nascent leading strand DNA at HU-369 stalled forks, suggesting that PCNA is unloaded from lagging strand of HU-stalled forks (12).
370
However, PCNA ChIP-ssSeq peaks at HU-stalled forks show no bias pattern. One explanation is 371 that PCNA contacts both template DNA and nascent DNA at HU-stalled forks, which gives rise 372 to the no bias pattern of PCNA ChIP-ssSeq peaks. Therefore, the bias pattern of eSPAN peaks 373 and ChIP-ssSeq peaks has a different meaning: the eSPAN peak bias indicates how a protein 374 associates with nascent leading and lagging strands of DNA replication forks, whereas ChIP-375 ssSeq peak bias reflects how a protein binds to ssDNA and dsDNA. Together, these results In theory, ChIP-ssSeq is suitable for studying DNA repair and RNA transcription when 381 strand-specific information is needed. In fact, some reports indicated that similar ChIP-ssSeq 382 approaches can study the DNA repair process (23, 35) . These studies used either sticky end 383 dsDNA adaptor ligation or intramolecular microhomology to generate libraries. We adopted the 384 ssDNA library preparation method developed by Meyer et al (17) , which was used to analyze The Pol α-primase complex synthesizes primers for subsequent DNA synthesis by Pol  and Pol 397 , likely at the lagging and leading strands of DNA replication forks, respectively. Previously, we 398 used the eSPAN method to show that Pol α-primase is enriched at the nascent lagging strand of 399 the DNA replication fork; this finding was consistent with the classical replication models that 400 require a Pol α-primase complex for each Okazaki fragment (37, 38) . In this study, we used the 401 Pol α ChIP-ssSeq method to show that Pol α also binds more to the lagging strand template Pol δ replicates both leading and lagging strands in the SV40 in vitro replication system (40-42).
414
However, genetic evidence from the past decade supports Pol ɛ as the leading-strand replication 415 enzyme in yeast (5, 6, 8, 43, 44) and Pol  is responsible for replicating lagging-strand DNA.
416
Recently, the division of labor between Pol ɛ and Pol δ in DNA synthesis has come into question 417 with genetic analyses of mismatch repair−deficient DNA polymerase mutants (13). Therefore, 418 several eukaryotic DNA replication models have been proposed (45). In every model, Pol ɛ is 419 always physically linked with MCM helicase on the leading strand, regardless of whether it is the 420 major active leading-strand DNA polymerase or just a repair enzyme. The result is fully 421 compatible with our eSPAN data, indicating that Pol ɛ is enriched at the replicating leading 422 strands. In contrast, Pol  is enriched at the nascent lagging strands of DNA replication forks. 423 We show here that Pol  and Pol ɛ asymmetrically bind to DNA of active replication forks, 424 suggesting that these two polymerases also bind to ssDNA, but not solely to dsDNA at active 425 replication forks. In contrast, at HU-stalled forks, Pol  and Pol ɛ predominantly were bound to 426 dsDNA. We suggest that at HU-stalled forks, Pol ɛ may backtrack to contact dsDNA.
428
Previous study has shown that MCM localization can be displaced several hundred base pairs 429 from the origin by transcription regulation (46). While it is possible that transcriptional alteration 430 during HU block contributes to the lack of bias Pol  and Pol  ChIP-ssSeq peaks at HU-stalled 431 forks, it is unlikely for the following reasons, First, we show that the Pol ε ChIP-ssSeq peak bias 432 pattern reappears after we release cells from HU block to fresh media, suggesting that Pol ε bias 433 is associated with active replication forks. Second, it is known that HU has no apparent effect on 434 initiation of DNA replication at early replication origins based on studies from many laboratories.
435
Moreover, the observation that transcription can shift MCM localization was made in rat1 436 mutant cells in which transcription termination was reduced, whereas at HU-stalled forks, we did 437 not observe such dramatic alterations in MCM distribution (12).
439
We noticed the bias of Poland Pol ChIP-ssSeq peaks at active forks is small compared to that 440 of Rfa1 or Pol. The small bias is not likely an artifact of calculation because we analyzed ChIP-441 ssSeq data sets using two different methods. First, we used 200 bp sliding window to calculate 442 bias from either 10 or 30Kb surrounding each replication origins of HU-stalled and active forks, 443 respectively. The trend of each data point of Poland Pol ChIP-ssSeq show that the bias, while 444 small, is not random. Second, we also analyzed whether there exist bias of Poland Pol ChIP-445 ssSeq peaks at individual replication forks (Fig. 4C, Fig. 5C and Fig. 5G ) and found that the bias, 446 while small, is statistically significant. Unlike RPA that binds ssDNA and Pol that synthesizes 
